Supply List for Grades 7-12

- Scientific Calculator ($10-$15) - Look for the sin, cos, tan buttons. This will last your child all through high school. They will need it daily.
- Pens and Pencils
- Organization system (folders or binder)
- Notebook Suggestions:
  - Large notebook for math class
  - 5 subject notebook with pocket dividers - one for each semester (for students who need help organizing their assignments, etc.)
- Gym Classes:
  - Shorts, t-shirt, socks
  - Tennis shoes for indoors
  - Tennis shoes for outdoors
- Device Accessory Suggestions:
  - A case will be provided
  - Mouse (wireless recommended), for those who prefer to use a mouse rather than a trackpad
  - Headphones may be useful for certain classes (headphones with a microphone built in are recommended Read180 classes)
  - The devices this year will not be touch screen, so do not worry about purchasing a stylus